A    STUDENT    IX    FRANCE
to be overheard, and the pretty compliment of the evening
became the breakfast-table gossip of Paris next morning. The
French discovered "that the King of England was determined
to be the friend of France."
Prince Edward of Wales went to France at a less troubled
time. He was dynamic and charming, although he was still
^ery shy. The many Parisiennes who gathered at the station to
tee him asked no more than this:   his frank smile won their
mmediate  applause.  Some weeks  during this  first visit to
"ranee were spent at the chateau of the Marquis de Breteuil—
. beautiful house which looks out over a well-bred garden
nth valeted shrubs and stone vases. In a book of snapshots
aken at the time of the Prince's visit, one catches occasional
limpses of the Marquis himself, a straw hat on the back of
is head, sitting on the edge of a table; another of the Prince,
>oking very English, with his hat worn at a respectable angle
id a carnation in his buttonhole. If photographs are to be
dieved, the discipline was not too heavy at Breteuil, for
ren the Prince's English tutor unbent and was "snapped"
oking gay and human, in a little boat. There are photo-
'aphs of the Prince at Maintenon: a slim boy with his hands
ised in the air, preparing to dive into the water. And then,
iumphantly, the Prince on the terrace, with the fourth roe-
ick which he had shot while in France.
A French scholar had been called in to assist in the Prince's
ucation and the choice of M. Maurice Escoffier was a stroke
good fortune. There is a charming snapshot of him, with
;arette, gallant beard and a hat worn at a rakish angle, to
ure us that he did not make his example alarming. The
nce's energy was surprising, even to the busy French. There
further snapshots that show him enjoying himself at picnics
the hills or walking through the scenes of the country.
un Breteuil he went south and spent a morning on board
rench cruiser. He photographed the statue of King Edward
". at Cannes, Marseilles from the hills, the door and the
sters of the church at Aries and stretches of the Italian
st.   He went far and he came home with a fresh store
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